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Welcome From The Chair, Ruth Briggs
There continue to be many issues and activities where our Forum, as one of Scotland’s suite of Local
Coastal Partnerships, has a key role to play.
Members of the Forum’s Management Group, who are listed at the bottom of this page, meet quarterly to
exchange updates and information about work they are involved with around and across the Forth.
Sometimes we are joined by representatives of particular interests or projects to ensure both they and we
have as good an understanding of current issues as possible. In May we heard from Andrew Nunn of Cluff
Natural Resources and you can read about his company’s research and aspirations on page 9 of this issue
of Forth Sight.
The Forum’s new website, due for launch next month, will include all the quarterly factual updates as
presented by members to every meeting of the Management Group. These will be accessible via a
members’ section on the new site.
Two flagship projects on the Forth: the Inner Forth Landscape Initiative and the Kelpies at Falkirk have now
been 'open for business' for a year. It was good to hear reports at the Management Group meeting that
both have been a great success. Visitor numbers at the Kelpies have exceeded all forecasts and the local
businesses are reporting an increase in trade and hotel bookings.
The Directors, supported by Management Group and our core funders, Marine Scotland, have recently
endorsed our business plan for the year 2015-16. Our four strategic aims of supporting sustainable use of
the Forth, providing a vehicle for communication, encouraging local stewardship and contributing to national
marine planning are addressed through a full programme of work for our small staff team and the Forum as
a whole. The full plan will be on the new website and includes an ambition to build more opportunities for
increasing participation and involvement of as many members and member bodies as possible.
I’ll end this introduction with mention of a recent example of that last point. The trial Inchkeith beach clean,
as you will note from the article on page 5, was a complex event to arrange and implement. So thanks and
congratulations are due to its supporters and organisers who included local volunteers and representatives
of The Crown Estate and Repsol, two of the Forum’s corporate members. From one-day, on-the-ground
projects through to long-term strategic planning, the Forum can help put projects together and facilitate
good use of the Forth for all.

Management Group: City of Edinburgh Council Julie Dewar (Planning), The Crown Estate Paul Bancks, Falkirk
Council Richard Broadley and Mandy Brown (Planning), Fife Council Johanna Willi (Biodiversity), Forth Estuary
Forum Frances Edwards, Forth Ports Ltd Derek McGlashan, RSPB David Anderson, RYA Scotland Graham
Russell, Scottish Natural Heritage Malcolm Fraser, Scottish Power Richard Christie.
Directors: Ruth Briggs Chair, Derek McGlashan, Iain Rennick, Ian Howarth, Hugh Henderson, Tom Brock.
Staff: Frances Edwards, Forum Manager, Sharon Waugh, Administrator.
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'Forth Sight’ is a bi-annual publication
on all matters concerning the work
of the Forth Estuary Forum and
sustainable development of
the Firth of Forth.
The next edition is due out in Autumn
2015. News, reviews and articles are
welcome - as too are sponsorships.
Contact staff for copy deadline.
Are you on our mailing list? Make sure
that you receive 'Forth Sight' and our
regular eNews Bulletins directly to your
inbox. Contact us as below.
For more information please contact:
Forth Estuary Forum, Exmouth Building
Port of Rosyth, Rosyth, Fife
KY11 2XP
Tel: 01383 420104
info@forthestuaryforum.co.uk
www.forthestuaryforum.co.uk
The views in this newsletter
represent those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the Forum.

At the end of March we were pleased to welcome Sharon Waugh to the
team, as Forum Administrator. With the end of one financial year and the
start of another already within sight on her arrival Sharon has been busy
since day one! She has extensive experience of working within a charity
and her knowledge is proving to be a great asset to the Forum.
The first half of this year has seen a sucession of emails, arriving in my
inbox, inviting me to meetings and workshops which focus on marine
planning, specifically regional planning. There is definitely a feeling that
planning Scotland's seas is gaining momentum. So it is good news that
the first parts of the process are now in place, with the publication of the
National Marine Plan and the Scottish Marine Regions Order 2015 coming
into force, and we include an update report on these important milestones.
Two articles in this issue look at actions that have been taken to keep
visitors to the Forth islands safe. In the case of Inchkeith this has been
the removal of marine litter which is potentially harmful to the seabirds and
seals which breed there. For Cramond Island (and elsewhere) it is the
human visitors who often find themselves in danger and we find out what
the RNLI is doing to promote the safety message.
The marine area of the Forth is so important because it supports, directly
and indirectly, both wildife (as reflected in the nature conservation
designations that cover a large part of the Forth) and business. In this
issue we look at how a group of volunteers have created a positive,
knock-on effect for local businesses, by supporting passengers from one
of the Forth's growing commercial sectors, the cruise ship industry. We
also inlcude a report on the potential for a new industry to the Forth,
Underground Coal Gasification.
A visit to Dunbar harbour was always a highlight for my sons when they
were young. It meant the possiblity of seeing a seal and other wildlife
close up and the opportunity to explore the old coastal battery. So it is
good to read about the plans to improve access and interpretation at The
Battery on Lamer Island, to make it easier for many more people to enjoy
this interesting area.
A look forward to the rest of 2015 shows an increasingly busy calendar for
the Forum. Planning is already well underway for two Members events,
evening meetings on a specific topic (do you want to suggest an issue to
include?), the Annual Conference at Grangemouth on 19th November,
along with Forum work supporting many other projects around the Forth.
So it will be a busy summer for us but we will still keep you informed via
our Twitter feed @forthestuary, eNews Bulletins and of course, the next
Forth Sight edition to be published in the Autumn.
Best wishes to everyone with an interest in the Forth.
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Progress in planning Scotland's seas
Scotland's seas are now subject to a National Marine Plan. Here Sarah Smith, from Marine
Scotland, summaries the purpose of the plan and updates us on regional marine planning.
On the 27 March 2015, the Scottish Government published Scotland’s first National Marine Plan (NMP).
The NMP is the first statutory national plan in the UK and one of only a handful of Marine Plans in Europe.
It has been developed with much stakeholder engagement, two public consultations and also scrutiny by
the Scottish Parliament Rural Affairs, Climate Change and Environment Committee.
The NMP, as required by the Marine (Scotland) Act, sets out economic,
social, marine ecosystem and climate change objectives and also
policies for the sustainable development of the marine area. It provides a
structure which embeds environmental protection in decision making,
improving consistency of decision making and providing greater certainty
for developers and users of the sea. The NMP will affect all public
authorities that make authorisation or enforcement decisions, or any
other decision that affects the marine environment. They will now have to
make these decision in accordance with the NMP, unless relevant
considerations indicate otherwise.

The Plan sets out a single statutory planning
framework for all marine activity out to 200 nautical
miles in Scottish waters. The NMP framework
covers and applies to existing and emerging
activities, as well as devolved and reserved
functions. This includes policies for the sustainable
management of a wide range of marine industries,
for example fishing and ports and offshore wind and
marine renewable energy.
Following publication of the National Marine Plan, an
important first milestone in the development of
regional marine planning was reached. The Scottish
Marine Regions Order 2015 came in to force on 13
May 2015, creating 11 marine regions which each
extend out to the 12nm limit. Regional Marine Plans
will be developed in turn by Marine Planning
Partnerships, allowing more local ownership and
decision making about specific issues within their
area. It will take some time to set up Marine
Planning Partnerships and develop marine plans for
all 11 regions, and this will be an evolving process,
taken forward in phases. Clyde and the Shetland
Isles will be the first Partnerships and they will be
created in 2015.
Please visit National Marine Plan online or contact sarah-jane.smith@scotland.gsi.gov.uk for any further
information.
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A boat load of rubbish

The Forum was pleased to be able to work in partnership with others to remove marine litter from
beaches on Inchkeith. Here I report on what we did and why. Frances Edwards
The island of Inchkeith has an amazing history and diversity of seabird and marine life on and around it’s
beaches and cliffs. Unfortunately, large accumulations of seaborne and windblown litter have gathered on
the island's beaches over the years, which as well as being an aesthetic eyesore, present a serious threat
to the wildlife which are dependent on the island.
Collecting litter from the beaches of Inchkeith presents logistical challenges and significant costs. The
island is covered in derelict military infrastructure and is situated nearly 3 miles from the shore. The Forth
Seabird Group and Fife Seal Group, who carry out regular surveys on the island to record the numbers of
breeding seabirds and seals, approached the Forth Estuary Forum for support. As a Local Coastal
Partnership, the Forum was well placed to bring together all the elements needed to make the event a
success, and so we developed a project that led to a group of volunteers gathering at Granton Harbour on
Thursday 19th March 2015 for a day of hard but worthwhile work. We were ferried out to the island by Bill
Simpson on The Conserver and were grateful that the strong winds of the previous week had given way to
a calm and bright day. The volunteers included members of the Forth Seabird Group/Fife Seal Group who
as well as having invaluable practical experience of the island, provided the group with a wealth of
knowledge of the wildlife and history of Inchkeith.
Once on the island we started clearing some of the
west shore. The beach adjacent to the harbour has
the advantage that rubbish could be loaded directly
onto the boat. The steep access slopes to most of
the beaches meant that to safely remove the rubbish
for other locations it had to be collected by boat.
Finds on the harbour beach included a football,
which was in good condition, unlike many of the
other 32 footballs we collected during the day, and
once assembled from scattered body parts, a full
sized shopkeepers mannequin! Further along the
shore rubbish was ferried to the boat by dinghy.
Here a hollow which had become filled with plastic
bottles and drums and some more unusual items.
These included a plastic lemon and a race duck no.
938 - still not claimed despite a twitter appeal!
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A lunch break allowed us to spend time with our
new plastic 'friend' , before we moved to the east
side of the island and the boat anchored off the
coast. Here we cleared a significant amount of
rubbish from the beach and found a message in a
bottle written by a school boy from Northumberland
who was studying coasts and waves! The message
has been returned to him via his school.
On all the beaches we were removing items that were potential hazards to the wildlife that use the island,
including by entaglement or ingestion. By far the largest volume of litter we removed was plastic.
Plastic never biodegrades and disappears, it just breaks down into smaller pieces. The dangers of
microplastic particles to marine organisms (of all sizes) are well documented. Had we not removed the
marine litter that we did, it may have stayed on Inchkeith or been washed or blown out to sea again,
possibly ending up on the mainland beaches of the Forth or elsewhere.

After a hard day's work we had filled all our bags and the deck of The Conserver, so we headed back to
port. However the work didn't end there. Those who could returned to Granton Harbour the next
morning to help unload the rubbish off The Conserver, ready for collection by workers from the City of
Edinburgh Council refuse service. Piled more loosely on the ground than on the deck it was possible to
see just what a variety and quantity of rubbish we had collected. As well as rubbish to fill 140 black bin
liners, and the items mentioned earlier, we collected (amongst other things) 1 full size fridge, 1 table top
fridge, 3 fish crates, 2 beer crates, 3 safety helmets, 1 traffic cone, 1 metal jerry can and all sizes of
plastic piping.
The project aimed to test the feasibility of collecting marine litter from the foreshore of Inchkeith and
provide a safer environment for wildlife. The project was a success and lessons were learned to improve
any future events. Any return visit will be dependent on the support of existing or new partners.
Many thanks to all who supported the event:

City of Edinburgh Council * Sir Tom Farmer * FCBC * Bill Simpson and Seahunter Marine
Volunteers: Paul Bancks*Bill Bruce*Calum Gordon*Mark McKean*Jack Moore*Ron Morris
John Robertson*David Ross*Graham Russell*Cathy Sexton*Tom Young
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Targeting the life saving message

photo: RNLI

We have been talking to Michael Avril, RNLI Community Incident Reduction Manager for Scotland
and North England, about the work the RNLI is currently doing to fulfil the charity's vision 'To end
preventable loss of life at sea'. This is what we have found out.
The RNLI have been working, in various forms, to preserve life at sea since the 1800s. Relying on
volunteers to provide the services, the charity has an annual running cost of £150 million. In 1999 the RNLI
launched its Sea Safety campaign with the aim of preventing water users from getting into trouble in the first
place. Michael's current prevention work is being directed by analysis of the rescue data and providing
targeted preventions.
In 2013, RNLI Scotland had 996 shouts (incidents). They rescued 1007 and saved 29 lives. All good news,
but the worrying figure was the 39 lives that were lost that year. The RNLI will do everything it can to
reduce the number of people dying in the sea and set itself the ambitious target of cutting fatalities by 50%
by 2024. All aspects of the RNLI were considered to achieve this target. Would faster boats, quicker call
outs or better training reduce the deaths? The RNLI already has very high standards and any improvements
would have a minimal impact. What was needed was more targeted information and prevention. For this
the issues associated with particular activities needed to be identified along with the best way to present the
safety message
For specific activities, 'profile snapshots' are being drawn up. These use RNLI data and interviews with a
broad range of the activity participants. The profiles highlight the safety messages needed and the best
way to increase awareness. For example, the research showed that the vast majority of kayakers do take
equipment with them which they could use to summon help if they get into difficulties, but most tuck it safely
away, well inside the kayak where it is not easily accessible in an emergency. So getting out, meeting the
water users and reminding them to avoid complacency and keep them informed is key. The RNLI attends
events, such as the recent Port Edgar Safety Day, to do just that.
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The perception had always been that majority of deaths at sea were from boating activity, but an analysis of
the data from 2006-2009 challenged this and highlighted new areas where the RNLI should be
concentrating its prevention work. More than 35% of the deaths were from activities based on the land,
such as coastal walking and beach activity. So Community Safety Action Plans are being prepared. These
will look at the activities an area is used for, identifying the particular problems and community emergency
assets and actions which the RNLI can support and work with. These plans will provide the RNLI with
evidence to ensure more targeted messages can be given to the community and once completed the plans
will be available to residents and visitors alike to keep them informed about the dangers and the actions
they can take to stay safe.
In Scotland one of the first Community Safety Action Plans to be drawn up is for South Queensferry. The
lifeboat, based here on the Forth, is Scotland's busiest inshore lifeboat. Between 2009 and 2013 the lifeboat
was called out 377 times, saving 9 lives and rescuing 739 people. A 'hotspot' for rescues is Cramond
Island where people get caught out by the tide when they cross the causeway. So providing better
information on tide times and the dangers is a priority. A text service has been set up so that by sending
the message 'Cramond' to 84100 people can receive safe crossing times directly to their mobile phone.
Signage on the approach to the island is being improved to warn people more clearly about the dangers of
the tide. Once again the RNLI's data analysis and research will inform the way the safety messages are
presented. A large number of the people rescued from Cramond Island are not fluent in English. This
makes it even more important for the warning signs to use graphics to get the safety message across
clearly.

Joe Mitchell, Maritime and Coastguard Agency (left) and Michael Anvil,
RNLI displaying the warning notices presently used at Cramond
photos: RNLI
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Fuel from the Forth
Andrew Nunn, Chief Operating Officer, Cluff Natural Resources explains the process of
underground coal gasification and his company's plans to utilise the reserves under the Forth.
It has long been recognised that the Firth of Forth is underlain by significant remaining coal reserves which
are no longer economically viable to extract through conventional mining methods. Through more than 70
years of operational development underground coal gasification, or UCG for short, has evolved into a
credible method of extracting value from this important domestic resource in the form of Syngas. Syngas is
mixture of valuable industrial gases including CH4, H2, CO and CO2 which can be utilised for energy
generation or as a feedstock for the petrochemical industry.
Like any industry there have been a number of false dawns and technical failures during the developmental
process, however it needs to be recognised that the state of the art UCG technology proposed for
deployment in the Firth of Forth bears little resemblance to early R&D projects and some recent projects
which appear to have repeated the mistakes from the past.
Building on an independent evidence base collected by the UK Government between 1999 and 2009, Cluff
Natural Resources is proposing to undertake a UCG demonstration project in the Firth of Forth, which will
provide the required engineering and production information to support a potential future commercial
development.
This demonstrator will comprise two or three wells directionally drilled from an industrial onshore location, in
the vicinity of Longannet or Grangemouth, to coals located offshore at depths of around 1,000m below the
surface. The actual gasification process will last for approximately 200 days and consume around 20,000
tonnes of coal, following which the surface equipment will be decommissioned and a period of post-process
monitoring will take place to confirm the environmental performance of the gasifier.

Diagram of the UCG process

It is important to understand
that coal gasification is not a
burning
process,
which
would destroy the Syngas
product, but in fact a
controlled chemical reaction
requiring only the addition of
heat, oxygen and water.
UCG is in no way related to
the hydraulic fracturing or
‘fracking’ used for the
development of shale gas
resources.

image: Cluff Natural Resources
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Cluff Natural Resources has committed to undertaking a full environmental impact assessment, including
public health impact assessment, to support the demonstrator project and a number of opportunities for local
communities to meet with the Cluff team to discuss and inform the project will be organised over the coming
months.
Should full commercial operations be approved in the future, this Firth of Forth project has the potential to
provide competitive petrochemical feedstocks or electricity via a gas turbine for a period in excess of 25
years, providing significant numbers of skilled local jobs and supporting a supply chain which is already well
developed in central Scotland.

photo: Solid Green

photo: Linc Energy

Huntly UCG demonstrator site, New Zealand

Typical UCG injection well
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Improvement plans for Lamer Island, Dunbar

Dunbar Harbour Trust have some exciting plans to rejuvenate the Battery on Lamer Island. Here
Kenny Maule tells us why it will become a great place to visit.
The Battery on Lamer Island, Dunbar has a rich and varied history dating back to 1781, with spectacular
views over the Firth of Forth, spanning the Bass Rock, Fife Coast, Isle of May and St. Abbs Head and
looking back onto Dunbar's working harbours, leisure boats, beaches and town. The Dunbar Harbour Trust
is planning to sensitively protect the structure and improve access to create a new space for locals and
visitors, mobility-scooters and prams, thanks to generous funding from:
 Viridor's Legacy Scotland Fund: £705,449.13
 Historic Scotland Building Repair Grant: £56,344
Visitors will cross the opening bridge linking Lamer
Island to the town (expect to wait until a fishing boat
has passed through!), past scenic Victoria Harbour,
built in 1842 by David Stevenson of the famous
Lighthouse Stevensons, through the arch under the
battlements and mount the slope to the ramparts.
Once inside there will be improved viewpoints,
coastal garden, stepped seating-area, arts
performance site and a small interpretation room
housing displays on local wildlife, geology, wrecks,
birds, landscape and ecological heritage. Lamer
Island is a remarkable basalt rock; a natural refuge
giving an elevated position to watch cormorants,
shags, gulls and seals on the Yetts, the rocky islets
below the battlements. In addition to the offshore
prawn-trawlers and inshore lobster-boats fishing
nearby there are often rowing skiffs, SUP paddlers
and canoeists threading their way through the
guano encrusted Yetts.

Shags on the Yetts, off the Battery
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The Battery twice experienced attacks by ships of the nascent American Navy. In September 1779, John
Paul Jones a Scot who had become a privateer, was in command of a French squadron, that appeared off
the coast at Dunbar with five ships and provoked great alarm. A considerable show of strength was
mounted by Dunbar’s townsfolk and Jones sailed away, to be later sunk. The Battery has also seen a
whaling-quay, stored ammunition, kept the defensive cannon during the Napoleonic Wars, sheltered a
hospital for infectious diseases, and latterly housed soldiers during World War 1. Behind is the Old Harbour
which has its own remarkable history, having been a coal port, Custom House, dry-dock and safe boat
haven. The Old Harbour became known as Cromwell Harbour, following his army’s victory at Dunbar in
1650. He granted £300 towards the construction of the East Pier to repair the original wall.

Dunbar
Castle

Victoria Harbour

Lamer Island
Battery

Cromwell Harbour

The Dunbar Harbour Trust is looking forward
to delivering this Lamer Island Battery
improvement,
having
completed
many
projects including the £1M restoration of
McArthur’s Stores, the landmark building used
by fishermen to repair their nets. The Battery
is arguably the most outstanding fresh-air site
in Dunbar so come and visit us in 2015 and
again after project completion, anticipated in
2016.

More information and diagrams can be found at:
http://www.dunbarharbourtrust.co.uk/images/PDF/LAMER%20ISLAND%2010.06.14.pdf
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Welcoming visitors to the Forth

photo:CruiseForth

Peter Wilson tells us about how an award winning group of volunteers have transformed the visitor
experience for cruise ship passengers whist developing opportunities for local businesses.
The CruiseForth Project was first born in 2011 when a small group of volunteers from the recently formed
Dunfermline and West Fife Local Tourism Association (the LTA), attended Rosyth Port where cruise ships
were known to arrive, but about which nothing was known, and little local engagement took place. During that
season much was learned, as four volunteers stood in the car park outside the terminal building attempting to
explain, sometimes to arriving passengers with little English, what options they had (few at that time) if they did
not want to take a ship based excursion.
By the end of that year, a number of things had been achieved, and ideas resourced and tried, e.g local
maps, images of Dunfermline Abbey and a trial of a free ‘shoppers’ bus. Importantly visitors were listened to,
and their expectations and preferences turned into planning for the future. Relationships with agencies
(Excursion Companies, Shipping Agents, Security/ Port Authorities) were developed, so that the effort on
behalf of the LTA was recognised as not being competitive but complimentary. The value of local volunteers,
keen to assist passengers who thought they were in Edinburgh, was welcomed by everyone.
In late 2011, a Summit was held of all stakeholders, The Forth Bridges Cruise Project (later shortened to
Cruise Forth for website purposes), was formed with support from Fife Council, Forth Ports Ltd, Dunfermline
BID and Fife Chamber of Commerce. Queensferry Ambition, City of Edinburgh Council and Leith Chamber of
Commerce are now involved.
There are two inter-related strands to the project.
The first involves the recruitment of a volunteer team
to welcome visitors – now known as the
Forth Bridges Tourist Group.
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The second strand of the project is to encourage local business engagement (across East Central
Scotland), increasing the range of options which the volunteers can share with independent visitors e.g.
tours, retail specialities, places of interest, and local events happening that day. The Cruise Forth website
was created in 2013 allowing marketing and advance planning for visitors, and online feedback.
Such has been the success of the volunteer engagement in Rosyth in 2012, that in 2013 the project was
invited to extend to cruise ships disembarking passengers at South Queensferry. In 2014 the project was
extended to Leith, and with ships now disembarking at Newhaven Harbour, volunteers will appear there too.
There have been many examples of where the volunteers (in all weathers), and the project have, and
continue to, make a difference to visitors and to businesses. They have become accepted and relied upon
by the other players as the providers of local information and advice (where previously there was little or
none).
Where foreign language visitors are expected we have involved senior pupils from local schools to assist us
with their foreign languages skills.
Passengers have been helped by the volunteers:
 To decide on the best transport options (to meet their needs)
 To find the right shop for their planned purchase
 To make the most of their day (usually by suggesting things they had never known of)
 To meet individual needs – bespoke advice to passengers with limited mobility, including negotiation
with taxi operators
 To solve problems – offering to assist with pick up of forgotten passport
 To deal with disaster – finding privacy and support for a widow arriving back from a cruise where her
had husband died on board
 To put their plans back on track - by working out how to get them economically to Stirling to catch up
with the tour that left behind them. Taxi to Linlithgow, train from there.
Businesses development is also a key part of the project. In three years we have taken over 3000 people
up to Dunfermline from a zero start line. In May of this year, the Boudicca provided an additional two
coaches to take passengers to Dunfermline, carrying around 250 passengers and crew during the day.
Seven events have been organised to raise business awareness as to how to engage with the cruise
market. Bringing together local businesses in east central Scotland, and Excursion Companies. This
facilitation is unique (focusing on the cruise ship market) in brokering information sharing and engagement,
and getting visitor businesses to work together better. Some of these business opportunities are now being
sold on board. Enquiries to the website continue to grow.

The CruiseForth Welcome Volunteers
won the 2015 national Thistle Award in
the Warmest Welcome category – due
recognition of their fantastic service.

To find out more check out the group's website
http://www.cruiseforth.com/
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